TRU LAW – WINTER 2022 (UPDATED 1 December 2021)
NOTE: A HANDFUL OF SESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS WILL BE TEACHING EITHER BY
•
•

A MIX OF FACE-TO-FACE AND (SYNCHRONOUS) ONLINE DELIVERY OR
PRIMARILY (SYNCHRONOUS) ONLINE DELIVERY.

FOR THOSE INSTRUCTORS WHO’VE CHOSEN THESE OPTION, WE’VE NOTED THIS BELOW (IN GREEN).
AS A RESULT OF OUR EXPERIENCES DURING THE PANDEMIC, OTHER INSTRUCTORS MAY OCCASIONALLY USE
(SYNCHRONOUS) ONLINE INSTRUCTION.

ELECTIVES AND ELECTED MANDATORY COURSES
Please note that you may not register for two or more courses at the same time.
WINTER 2022

2.

Course
Access to Justice (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
*The final assignment may be used to satisfy the writing requirement
‘Leaders in the Canadian legal system have described access to justice (“A2J”) as the
biggest problem facing the legal profession. In recent years, research has begun to
accumulate detailing the scope and nature of A2J problems, which likely touch every
person in Canada at some point. This course introduces students to recent case law,
legislation, and research in this pressing area, and critically examines definitions, and
theoretical underpinnings, of access to justice. The course provides an opportunity to
discuss, assess, and synthesize policy responses to A2J problems. In doing so, the course
addresses A2J issues as they manifest in a range of legal areas (including criminal, civil,
and family law), and will position students to become leaders in A2J discussions within
their communities.’
Advanced Criminal Law (LAWF 3570)

3.

Advanced Legal Research & Writing (LAWF 3950)

1.

Instructor
Pilliar

Evaluation?
Evaluation will be based on class
participation, a short assignment, and a
long assignment. There will be no final
exam.

Caputo &
Koturbash
Hemmings

No information provided
40% assignments
40% research logs
20% opinion memo

4.

Bankruptcy (LAWF 3620)- PRIMARILY ONLINE

5.

Canadian Journal of Comparative & Contemporary Law (LAWF 3990)

6. Canadian Legal History (new, LAWF 3750)
NOTE: Students interested in independent research should contact Associate Dean Donlan.
7. Class Actions (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
8. Climate Change and the Law (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘This course explores a range of legal responses at the international, national and local
level that aim to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to their impact on the
global climate. It introduces the main international framework on climate and the
discussion at the international level of intersections between climate justice, business and
human rights, the protection of biodiversity, and the pursuit of sustainable development.
It examines applicable federal and provincial legislation that aim to reduce Canada’s
GHG emissions, together with the policy rationale behind the carbon tax approach,
debates on the efficacy of this approach, and the question of the constitutionality of
federal legislation in this area.
The course will also introduce the science of climate change and the development of the
climate change denial movement and one of its legal manifestations in Canada in the
form of Alberta’s public inquiry. It will also identify how this history of denial now
informs private liability litigation proliferating in the US against industry actors. Public
law litigation against governments will also be covered with a focus on ongoing lawsuits
in Canada. Alternative policy approaches to the climate crisis and non-state (grassroots)
legal strategies (like divestment) are also explored’
9. Clinical Practice (LAWF 3420, etc)
10. Communications Law (LAWF 3490)

Wellman
(new) &
Butler
Hunt

Donlan
Jones
Kamphuis

Marsden
Festinger

100% paper

Students evaluated on their editing work
as described in the TRU course calendar
description
A mix of in-term assessment (including
participation) and a final exam
No information provided
Presentations & paper (no final exam)

No information provided
Choice of writing a term paper worth 60%
of their grade or, at their election, sitting
an exam worth the same amount
10% seminar
20% workshop presentation
70% research paper

11. Community Lawyering (LAWF 3410)
*Satisfies writing requirement

Dhand

12. Comparative and International Indigenous Rights (LAWF 3460)
*Satisfies writing requirement and international requirement

Morse

No final exam

13. Corporate Governance (LAWF 3560)

Sykes

50% assignments and activities
50% final assignment

14. Corporate Tax (LAWF 3670)
15. Criminal Process (LAWF 3810)
16. Directed Applied Research Course in Legal Knowledge (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics
2))
17. Family Law (LAWF 3820)

18.
19.
20.
21.

Cheng
(returning)
Putnam &
Jensen
Sykes

100% final exam

Frame (new)

10% participation
30% assignments
30% mid-term exam
30% paper
TBC
No information provided
TBC
60% paper
25% group presentation
15% participation

Family Law Moot (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
Immigration & Refugee Law (LAWF 3680)
Immigration, Refugee and Citizenship Law Moot (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
In-House and Corporate Counsel (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘This issues based case study course is based on the recognition that a significant number
of law graduates will become in-house counsel during their careers and the emerging
reality that the roles of General Counsel and InHouse Counsel have different, some
different, “rules of the road” and pressures as compared to lawyers in private practice.
As such this course will explore the fundamental roles of General Counsel and In-House
lawyers as legal advisors, ethical adjudicators, and business leaders. The methodology of
the course will be rooted in examining problems faced by counsel in private and public
companies. In-house counsel have risen in power and status within the legal profession,
becoming core members of top management intimately involved in complex problem
solving and strategy determination. The "cases" in this course involve questions of
ethical decision making and conduct that go beyond purely skillful legal determinations.
Specific illustrations drawn from the recent history of the business world will be used.
Each class will center around a real problem dealing with a fundamental challenge faced
by General Counsel’s and their teams in a rich context involving institutional dynamics,
psychology, management policies, culture, history and many other factors.’
22. Insurance Law (LAWF 3500)

TBC
Marsden
TBC
Festinger

23. Intellectual Property (LAWF 3440)

Dagne

24. International Trade (LAWF 3450)
*Satisfies writing requirement

Dagne

25. Labour Law (LAWF 3860) – FACE-TO-FACE/ONLINE

Hanvelt

Murray

100% final exam
See policy here

30% assignment
70% final exam
10% assignment
90% final exam
Students will be given an option to write a
paper or write a take-home exam.
20% written topic analyses
10% class participation
70% final exam

26. Law and Religion (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
27. Legal Innovations and Legal Traditions (new, LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2)) PRIMARILY ONLINE
*Writing requirement may be satisfied by a longer paper with permission
‘The practice of law and the institutional aspects of governing constantly change but are
rooted in legal traditions. This course will discuss both technology and legal trends that
impact the future of law and governance, with a special focus on their context for the
legal traditions of Canada, including Common Law, Civil Law, and Indigenous Legal
Traditions, with practical exercises for the development of essential skills in the context
of an evolving legal landscape.’
28. Mental Health Law & Policy (LAWF 3662)

Major
Mortensen

No information provided
70% written paper
30% participation

Dhand

29. Mergers and Acquisitions (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘This course will focus on transactions between parties which involve the acquisition of
the shares of a corporation and/or the acquisition of the assets of a business.
We will examine five types of merger and acquisition transactions: share acquisitions,
asset acquisitions, take-over bids, amalgamations and arrangements.
In the case of share and asset acquisitions (or, from the seller’s perspective, dispositions),
we will focus on issues from both the buyer’s and seller’s perspective and will cover the
steps and documents involved in planning and executing the transaction. We will do an
in-depth review of the purchase and sale agreement applicable to such transactions.
In the case of take-over bids, we will cover the issues, regulations, steps and documents
involved in planning and executing the transaction from both the acquiror’s perspective,
the target’s perspective and the target’s shareholders’ perspective. We will focus on the
take-over of public companies and will cover the securities law that governs such
transactions.
In the case of amalgamations and arrangements, we will examine the rules applicable to,
and he principal techniques for executing, these transactions.
The focus in this course will primarily be on share and asset transactions, as they not
only form the basis for understanding all other types of merger and acquisition
transactions (as well as many other commercial transactions in general) but also as they
are of utmost practical importance, given that share and asset acquisitions and
dispositions (whether large or small) are a core component of a business law practice.’
30. Municipal Law (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘This course will introduce students to the law pertaining to local governments in British
Columbia, and related issues such as the sources and scope of municipal powers, local
government regulation of land, buildings, and businesses. The course will also

Skinner

70% research paper
10% paper outline and bibliography
20% class participation and presentation
No information provided

Huyth, Lee,
& Wu

100% final exam

introduce students to issues relating to conflict of interest, free expression on municipal
property, municipal taxation, bylaw enforcement, and municipal liability.’
31. Real Estate Transactions (LAWF 3610)
32. Remedies (new, LAWF 3710)
33. Rule of Law (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘Students are introduced to the intellectual history of the rule of law as a concept in
western modernity in order to consider its changing nature in the context of a series of
contemporary case studies drawn from Canada, the US and the UK.’

O’Fee
Major
Meyers

34. Secured Transactions (LAWF 3640)

Gehlen

35. Securities Law (LAWF 3780 (Selected Topics 2))
‘This course will cover the rules, principles and practice of securities law in Canada.
Major topics will include prospectus offerings, private placements, continuous
disclosure, insider reporting and trading, proxy solicitation and take-over bids. The
course will also touch on civil and criminal liability under securities laws and the role of
securities commissions and stock exchanges in Canada as regulators. While the
theoretical underpinnings of the rules will be covered so as to facilitate an intuition for
securities regulation, the emphasis in this course will be on securities law in practice.’
36. Sports Law: PLISO (LAWF 3980)
37. Transnational Lawyering (LAWF 3702)

Skinner

No information provided
There will be a final exam
20% participation
20% paper proposal (if grade higher than
final paper otherwise discard – ‘help not
hurt’)
20% class presentation
40% paper (if grade lower than paper
proposal, 60% if grade higher than paper
proposal)
15% participation
35% mid-term exam
50% final exam
No information provided

Gauthier
Kamphuis

No information provided
Experiential learning projects - no exam

38. Trusts (LAWF 3720)

Chambers

39. Wills and Estates (LAWF 3870) – PRIMARILY ONLINE

Hall

25% written assignment
75% final exam
No information provided

Instructor
Marsden

Evaluation?
No information provided

SUMMER 2022
Course
1.

Clinical Practice (LAWF 3420, etc)

ASSIGNED MANDATORY 2L COURSES
Please note that you may not switch sections.
SECTION 01 will have the following courses and instructors:

1.
2.
3.

Course
Administrative (Fall) – Thursdays, 1130-230
Evidence (Fall) – Mondays and Wednesdays, 1130-1
Civil Procedure (Winter) – Wednesdays, 1-4

4.

Ethical Lawyering (Winter) – Tuesdays, 10-1 FACE-TO-FACE/ONLINE

Instructor
Festinger
Diab
Ihas
Wilson

The section includes
Manelle AbouFarrage
Ashley Allen Valleau
Stephanie Attachie
Jesse Avery
Brittany Belcher
Amandeep Bhangoo
Cem Bicer
Erik Buddingh
Matthew Carabetta
Raegan Carlson
Katelyn Chaudhary
William Clark
Joseph Cugini
Thomas Deneka
Robert Dohan

Michaela Esbaugh
Andrew Fu
Manisha Gill
Stuart Gordon
Maria Guirguis
Michael Hanuman
Jack Hayhurst
Nathan Hildebrand
Lucas Hospes
Simran Joura
Harshpreet Kang
Pegah Kenarsari
Lovleen Khosa
Victoria Kolt
Maximilian Liebrecht

Wei (Becca) Liu
Olivia Marty
Sahira Memon
Blake Mezzarobba
Poonam Pabla
Thomas Park
Laurie Paulin
Azat Perengliyev
Koryn Piattelli
Anyssa Plan
Emily Pritchard
Karly Reiter
Micheal Rouault
Sabba Salebaigi
Simran Sandhu

Laurie Schamber
Gregory Scott
Natalie Siddoo
Jasnoor (Jason) Sidhu
Helan Spindari
Kali Sage Strobel
Gursher Tyson Talhan
London Taylor
Edna Catrina Thomas
Elliott To
Julia Turner
Matthew Vreugde
Chanchan Wang
Sarah Yorston
Jesse Young

SECTION 02 will have the following courses and instructors:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Course
Administrative (Fall) – Mondays and Wednesdays, 1130-1
Evidence (Fall) – Thursdays, 1130-230
Civil Procedure (Winter) – Wednesdays, 1-4
Ethical Lawyering (Winter) – Tuesdays, 230-530 FACE-TO-FACE/ONLINE

Instructor
Major
Wolf
Pilliar
Wilson

The section includes
Auska Adhikari
Ruth Aruliah
Baljinder Atwal
Meng Bao
Kayla Bergman
Pardeep Birak
Kayley Boutcher
Jose Caraballo Marrero
Luis Cardoso Gil Pimentel
Lakhpreet Chahal
Patrick Cotterall
Stephanie D'Amore
Andrew de la Chevrotiere
Borchert
Varun Dhaul
Abbey Fortin
Dustin French
Sean Gillis
Prabdeep Grewal
Colin Grimard
Michael Harrington
Hasdeep Hehar
Thomas Hilworth

Chun (Rosie) Hsueh
Larissa Just
Madeleine Keating
Manpreet Khabra
Maneetpal Khera
Danielle Klassen
Leigh Lester
Sean Macdonald
Sahej Mangat
Krystal McKay
Parvesh Scott Narang
Chanpreet Pabla
Priya Parihar
Saad Patel
Emma Payne
Spencer Phinney
Erin Pillipow
Pauntehah Poursaba
Ashley Prommer
Julia Rideg
Arman Sabet Rasekh
Jeanette Saliba
Hasleen Sanghera

Sahil Sharma
Kimia Shiri
Mandeep Sidhu
Eva Siu
Brietta Stewart
Rahin Talukder
Mandeep Tamber
Bibi Saheena Tegally
Sarina Trasolini
Benedict Turner
Gabrielle Vecchio
Qian Wang
Matthew Yensen
Paige Zambonelli

